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Abstract
Blockchain is a type of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) that has been included in
various types of fields due to its numerous benefits: transparency, efficiency, reduced costs,
decentralization, and distributivity realized through public-key cryptography and hash functions. At the same time, the increased progress of quantum computers and quantum-based
algorithms threatens the security of the classical cryptographic algorithms, in consequence, it
represents a risk for the Blockchain technology itself. This paper briefly presents the most relevant algorithms and procedures that have contributed to the progress of quantum computing
and the categories of post-quantum cryptosystems. We also included a description of the current quantum capabilities because their evolution directly influences the necessity of increasing
post-quantum research. Further, the paper continues as a guide to understanding the fundamentals of blockchain technology, and the primitives that are currently used to ensure security.
We provide an analysis of the most important cryptocurrencies according to their ranking by
market capitalization (MC) in the context of quantum threats, and we end up with a review of
post-quantum blockchain (PQB) schemes proposals.

Keywords: Quantum Computing, Blockchain, Post-Quantum Cryptography, Post-Quantum
Blockchain, Quantum Algorithms
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Introduction

Blockchain is a promising technology that originated as the underlying mechanism of the bitcoin
digital currency and continues to gain much interest from a variety of sectors, including banking,
healthcare, cybersecurity, government, insurance, transportation, cloud storage, and real estate,
due to their ability to offer ownership to verification, transparency and improved security and
privacy. In the current data structure of blockchain, all these benefits are obtained using hash
functions and public-key cryptography.
Quantum technologies represent one of many classes of emerging technologies, with a huge impact
on actual cryptosystems, and open huge perspectives about many of nowadays open problems,
especially computationally hard ones. The main cryptographic problems which are being exploited
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by quantum procedures are factoring, discrete logarithmic problem, finding the hidden subgroup
in abelian finite groups, due to the order finding Shor’s algorithm. [179]. Also, another canonical
quantum procedure is represented by Grover’s Algorithm [103], which brings quadratic speed in
searching in unordered collections.
The potential of quantum technologies is continuously growing; in 2019, Google claimed Quantum
Supremacy - which states that a quantum device can outperform a problem that is not solvable
by a classical machine in a reasonable amount of time. Many companies are engaged in Quantum
Research (for example IBM, Google, Amazon(AWS), D-Wave, Rigetti, IonQ, Xanadu, etc.), which
makes this domain very competitive and with huge perspectives of evolution. Taking into account
the expansion of quantum technologies, we must have a different vision about blockchain from a
post-quantum perspective: we must take a look at how safe are current blockchain schemes against
quantum threats. As a consequence, we might figure out the possible approaches to mitigate the
distress of quantum computing, and what solutions are proposed for blockchain from this point of
view.
Our review presents in the first chapter (Section 2 Background ) a survey, which is structured
as follows:
• In Section 2.1 Quantum Computing, there are presented the main representative quantum
algorithms in the context of cryptanalysis;
• In Section 2.2 Post-Quantum Cryptography, we show the perspectives of quantum-resistant
cryptographic schemes;
• In Section 2.3 Quantum hardware capabilities, the status of quantum machines is exposed (at
the date of writing, from the knowledge of the authors;
• In Section 2.4 Blockchain, we described the concept of blockchain, the fundamentals of
blockchain, and the main elements of blockchain security.
In the next chapter (Section 3 ), our work provides an exploration of the main cryptographic
primitives from current blockchain schemes which are vulnerable to quantum attacks. Finally
(Section 4 ), we present a short review of some proposed post-quantum blockchain solutions and a
few cryptographic solutions to enhance the quantum security of blockchain.

2
2.1

Background
Quantum Computing

The concept of quantum computation was early shaped in 80s by Paul Benioff [39], Yuri Manin
([141] - according to [181]) and Richard Feynman ([151], [108], [97]). Feynman noted that it is
difficult for a classical computer to simulate a quantum system that evolves in time, and stated
that there is needed a machine that works under quantum physics laws to simulate that system
efficiently. One of the first quantum mechanical computation models was proposed by Benioff in
[40]. David Deutsch introduced and rigorously described in 1985 the universal quantum computer
framework in [79], and after that, it was improved in 1997 by Bernstein and Vazirani in [50]. ([108])
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Some of the incipient algorithms in Quantum Computing are the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [80]
(checks if a decisional function is constant or balanced in O(1)) and Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm
[50] (given a byte-string x of length n and a function f (x) = s · x = s1 x1 + s2 x2 + .. + sn xn , finds
the byte-string s in O(1) - [162]). The first algorithm which expresses exponential speedup is the
Simon’s algorithm [182] : given a function f such that for two bit strings x1 and x2 of length n,
f (x1 ) = f (x2 ) ⇔ s = x1 ⊕ x2 , for bit string s constant, the algorithm finds s in O(n). [164]
A breakthrough in Quantum Computing is represented by Shor’s procedures for factoring and
discrete logarithm problem (DLP) ([179], [180]). These problems are based on the quantum procedure of order finding in an abelian group over ZN , which is based on Quantum Fourier Transform,
a F F T variant implemented with quantum circuits. An important note is that we can extend
the order finding procedure to period finding [151]. To summarize, the complexity of factoring
and the discrete logarithmic problem is induced by the complexity of QF T , modular exponentiation, euclidean GCD, and Continuous Fraction algorithms. Therefore, the Shor’s factoring and
DLP procedures have the complexity O((log N )2 log(log(N ))log(log(log(N )))) ([180],[151],[122]).
In comparison, the best known classical factoring algorithm is General Number Field Sieve from
[133], which complexity is O(exp(c(log(N )1/3 (log(log(N )))2/3 )). According to [144], some of the
most popular procedures for DLP are Ro-Pollard and Silver-Pohling-Hellman algorithms, which
require also the factorization of N . In conclusion, we can observe that Shor’s procedures benefit
of exponential advantage to the detriment of classical ones, hence cryptosystems like RSA, DSA,
Diffie-Hellman, El Gamal, and elliptic curve schemes are not suitable for a post-quantum world.
Another breakthrough is highlighted by Grover’s method for enhancing the search in unordered collections of size N [103]. This algorithm uses two subroutines: the first one negates the probability
amplitude corresponding to the element with given property√and the second one, called inversion
about mean, amplifies that amplitude. These are repeated O( N ) times to extract with high probability the desired element. Having this result, a quantum adversary can benefit from quadratic
speedup for finding a private/secret key from the whole key space. To mitigate this attack, we can
simply double the size of the key. Two applications inspired from Grover’s algorithm are Quantum
Counting (see [151], [122] and [163]), and Quantum Collision Search, for which there is a procedure
proposed by Brassard et. al. in [59] with complexity of O(N 1/3 ) for a function f with cardinality of
domain N (see also the section Collision Finding and Element Distinctness from [117]). Other interesting results derived from Grover’s algorithm are [57] and [85]. A quantum factoring procedure
that uses Grover’s algorithm to accelerate EECM (Elliptic Curve Method using Edwards Curves)
was proposed in [49] by Bernstein, Heninger, Lou, and Valenta. The authors claim in the abstract
that this algorithm is often much faster than Shor’s algorithm.
The Hidden Subgroup Problem (HSP) over finite abelian groups can be solved efficiently in polynomial time (in terms of size of group) using a quantum procedure, generalized from Shor’s and
Simon’s algorithms ([60], [92], [91], [197], [151], [122]). However, there is no polynomial quantum/classical solution for HSP over generic nonabelian groups, although there exist some special
cases of noncommutative groups over which the HSP is efficiently solvable (see the references on
[117] on Non-Abelian Hidden Subgroup subsection). A special case of groups is dihedral groups.
Regev proves in [167] and [166] that the HSP over dihedral groups is polynomial reducible to
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Θ(n2.5 )-unique-SVP, which belongs to Shortest Vector Problem(SVP) class, a hard relying problem
of lattice-based cryptography. The current approaches for solving dihedral HSP are subexponential
(Ettinger and Høyer [89], Kuperberg [128], Regev [168]). Another notable quantum-hard case is represented by the symmetric groups, over which HSP is polynomially reducible to Graph Isomorphism
Problem (see [90], [34], [151]), which is crucial for the quantum security of the Goldreich-MicaliWigderson Zero-Knowledge Protocol [102]. Regarding infinite abelian groups, [105] remarks that
there is a direct reduction from solving HSP over R to solving Pell’s equation (compute a pair of
integers (x, y) such that x2 − dy 2 = 1, for d a given nonsquare positive integer), which is the core for
Buchmann-Williams key exchange protocol [62]. Hallgren proposed in [104] a polynomial quantum
algorithm for solving Pell’s equation.
In [193] and [192], there are proposed some efficient quantum solutions for problems which are
instances of Hidden Shift Problem class. A representative example is, according to [193] and [105],
the shifted Legendre symbol problem. Hallgren, van Dam, and Ip provided a framework in [193]
which shows that the solving of the shifted Legendre symbol problem can conduct to breaking algebraically homomorphic encryption systems.

2.2

Post-Quantum Cryptography

Post-Quantum Cryptography reunites all research efforts to propose efficient, confident, and usable quantum-resistant cryptographic primitives to replace those current primitives whose security
might be compromised by quantum algorithms [44]. Post-Quantum Cryptography permanently
assumes a quantum adversary with enough hardware capacity to perform the attacks, even if the
current quantum hardware capabilities do not correspond with the attack requirements.
There are deployed several efforts to decide between proposed post-quantum schemes. National
Institute of Standards and Technologies(NIST) initiated a program called Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Process [12]. This program was calling for post-quantum cryptosystems
submissions. At the time of writing this paper, there were already consumed 3 rounds of this
program ([13] - 2016, [14] - 2019, [15] - 2020). Fernández-Caramès and Fraga-Lamas deployed a
valuable effort in [96] to expose and to compare the performance between the cryptosystems which
passed the second round of NIST call, in the context of blockchain post-quantum primitives replacement. In this section, we are using the reference [96], and the work of Bernstein, Buchmann,
and Dahmen (editors) [45]. Two tables representing the cryptosystems and key exchange schemes,
and signature schemes proposed and accepted in NIST second call, along with the status on NIST
third call, are exposed below:
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Scheme proposed
BIKE
Classic McEliece

Type
Code-based
Code-based

CRYSTALS-KYBER
FrodoKEM
HQC
LAC
LEDAcrypt
(merger of LEDAkem and
LEDApkc)
NewHope
NTRU
(merger of NTRUEncrypt and
NTRU-HRSS-KEM)
NTRU Prime
NTS-KEM

ROLLO
(merger of LAKE, LOCKER
and Ouroboros-R)
Round5
(merger of HILA5 and
Round2)
RQC
SABER
SIKE
Three Bears

Reference
[30]
[46]

Round 2
✓
✓

Lattice-based
Lattice-based
Code-based
Lattice-based
Code-based

[176]
[148]
[142]
[138]
[35]

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Lattice-based
Lattice-based

[159]
[67]

✓
✓

Lattice-based
Code-based

[47]
[27]

✓
✓

Code-based

[31]

✓

Lattice-based

[100]

✓

Code-based
Lattice-based
Supersingular EC
Isogenic-Based
Lattice-based

[143]
[78]
[116]

✓
✓
✓

[106]

✓

Round 3
Alternative
✓
(merged
with NTSKEM)
✓
Alternative
Alternative

✓

Alternative
✓
(merged
with Classic
McEliece)

✓
Alternative

Table 1: Cryptosystems and key exchange protocol proposals which qualified to the second round
of NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography standardization (References: [14], [15], [96]) (The references
of the cryptosystem proposals are from [14] and [96])
According to [45], [44], [96] and [87], the main classes of post-quantum cryptography are the
following ones:
Lattice-based cryptography: The hard cryptographic problem which relays on the security
of the Lattice-based cryptosystems is Shortest Vector Problem(SVP ), which can be reduced to another hard problems: Closest Vector Problem and Shortest Basis Problem. A particular case of the
SVP is the f (n)-unique-SVP, with the extra hint that the shortest vector in an n-dimensional lattice
4

Scheme proposed
CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM
FALCON
GeMSS
LUOV
MQDSS
PICNIC
qTESLA
Rainbow
SPHINCS+

Type
Lattice-based
Lattice-based
Multivariate
Multivariate
Multivariate
Hash-based
Lattice-based
Multivariate
Hash-based

Reference
[139]
[161]
[64]
[51]
[171]
[206]
[52]
[82]
[111]

Round 2
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Round 3
✓
✓
Alternative

Alternative
✓
Alternative

Table 2: Digital signature schemes which qualified to the second round of NIST call (References:
[14], [15], [96]) (The references of the cryptosystem proposals are from [14] and [96])
is at least f (n) times shorter that the all nonparallel vectors with it [167]. We have presented in the
previous chapter that there is no quantum polynomial solution for unique-SVP class of problems,
and by generalization, for SVP class (see the Stephens-Davidowitz’s work [183]). The classical
solutions for SVP have exponential time complexity (Ajitai, Kumar, Sivakumar - [26], Kannan [120]). A less restrictive version of the SVP is approx-SVP. The solution of f(n)-approx-SVP is at
most f (n) times greater than the solution of SVP. Analogously, we can define the approx-CVP.
Due to the contributions from Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz in [134], the LLL algorithm can provide a LLL-reduced basis for a lattice which can be used for solving 2n/2 -approxCVP, and later
the BKZ-LLL algorithm for solving β n/β -approxCVP, which have polynomial complexity in lattice
dimension n (see [109]). A special class of hard problem related to lattice-based cryptography is
Learning With Errors (LWE ), proposed by Regev in [169]. All lattice-based cryptosystems which
passed the second call of the NIST PQC standardization challenge are based on LWE and its variants ([96]). Another solutions for lattice-based cryptography are based on the polynomial algebra,
according to [96]. There are other several approaches spotted in [96] for designing the lattice-based
signing schemes (for example: based on Short Integer Solution problem (SIS), Bonsai Trees).
Hash-based digital signature schemes: Buchmann, Dahmen and Szydlo remark in [61] that
the post-quantum security of the hash-based signatures schemes relies on the collision-resistance of
the underlying hash functions. We noted in the previous section that a hash collision can be found
in O(N 1/3 ), where N is the hash space dimension. The canonical hash-based signature schemes
are split in [61] in two categories: Hash-based One-Time signature schemes (Lamport-Diffie [129],
Winternitz [145]) and Merkle Signature Scheme (MSS [145]) based. There are several extensions
of MSS mentioned in [96] such as XMSS, XMSS-T, PICNIC, SPHINCS and XNYSS (mentioned
in this order).
Code-based cryptography: In [155], Overbeck and Sendrier remark that there is no connection
between the HSP problem and the coding theory, so we can conclude that code-based cryptography
is quantum-resistant at this time. The code-based cryptography is based on the hardness of the
Syndrome Decoding problem [155]. The canonical code-based schemes are, according to [155], the
McEliece cryptosystem, Niederreiter cryptosystem, CFS signature scheme, and Stern’s identification scheme, from which there are derived the majority of the code-based cryptosystems. [155] and
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[96] mention that there are several error-correcting code types which are suitable for cryptographic
applications (for example: Goppa, GRS, Gabidulin, Red-Muller, BCH, quasi-cyclic [155], low-rank
parity-check, low-density parity-check [96], graph-based, algebraic-geometric [155]). In addition to
the already mentioned types, there are proposed according to [96] code-based signature schemes
based on Fiat-Shamir (which might be generally quantum-unsafe [96] - see [28], [190]) and Unruh
transformations.
Multivariate-quadratric-equations cryptography: According to Ding and Yang [83], the
cryptosystems based on multivariate quadratic equations are quantum-resistant, due to the NPhardness of solving quadratic polynomials over a finite field. The main classes of multivariate public
key cryptosystems are Matsumoto-Imai and Hidden Field Equations HFE-based cryptosystems. For
digital signing, some extra classes of schemes are Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar (UOV)-based and
Rainbow-like schemes (TTS, TRMS, Rainbow - mentioned in this order in [96]) ([83], [96]).
Supersingular elliptic curve isogeny cryptosystems: This class of cryptosystems is based
on isogeny between elliptic curves on a finite space. A relevant protocol is Supersingular Isogeny
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol (SIDH) proposed in [95]. SIKE [116] is the only protocol
from this class that passed the second round of the NIST call, relying on ”pseudo-random walks
in supersingular isogeny graphs” ([116], [96]). An important result belongs to Childs, Dao, and
Soukharev in [71] and cited in [96], which states that there exist subexponential-time quantum
procedures for constructing elliptic curve isogenies.
Secret-key cryptography: A relevant result belongs to Bennett, Bernstein, Brassard, and Vazirani in [41], which states that quantum computing cannot bring an exponential advantage of searching problems. This implies that all symmetric encryption and hash algorithms are quantum-safe
because the brute force searching of the key and the collisions are, in these conditions, intractable
([158], [44]). However, [75] notes that there exist some symmetric cryptosystems which might be
broken. The referenced cited by [75] are [172] and [121], which expose quantum solutions based
on Simon’s algorithm for breaking cryptosystems based on Feistel network ([172], [121]) and for
forgery on CBC-MAC ([172]) and also for another block cipher modes for MAC ([121]).

Bibliographic remark: In [96], there is exposed a separate category of protocols: hybrid publickey cryptography, which is represented by some post-quantum enhancements of the actual key
exchange protocols to be replaced in TLS. Two major works in this direction are CECPQ1 and
CECPQ2 (Combined Elliptic-Curve and Post-Quantum [58], [130]), developed and conducted by
Google. These schemes use ECDH protocol combined with NewHope, in CECPQ1, and with variants of NTRU in CECPQ2 ([96], [130]).

2.3

Quantum hardware capabilities

The evolution of quantum hardware is an important factor for the urgency of Post-Quantum research. Therefore it is very important to spot the current quantum capabilities and the perspective
of evolution. Nowadays, there are several important players in the quantum computing industry. In
the following section, there are presented some of the most important current quantum capabilities.
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Nielsen and Chuang enumerate in [152] the main physical candidates of quantum computers:
• Optical Photon Quantum Computers
• Optical Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
• Ion Traps
• Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Quantum Computers
• Spin-Based Quantum Computers
• Quantum Dots
• Superconducting Quantum Computing (Josephson junctions)
The most promising in implementing discrete(universal) quantum computers are the technologies
based on superconducting qubits and ion traps, according to the observations made in [70]. But we
must also note that there is made staggering progress in linear optics quantum computation (also
called as photonic quantum computers) ([125], [127], [56]).
One major obstacle in implementing quantum machines suitable for cryptographic quantum attacks is the decoherence of the qubits. First, we have to distinguish between the physical qubit and
logical qubit. The logical qubit is a ”theoretical” quantum bit (a superposition of two base states)
that is used in describing all quantum algorithms in quantum computing formalism. However,
the physical implementation of the logical qubits is extremely hard because of the decoherence.
Every external interaction with the qubit can collapse its state and reduce it to a base state. This
is the reason the cores of quantum computers (excepting the photonic ones) operate at very low
temperatures (−273.135◦ C [187]), as an effort to keep quantum states alive as long as possible.
For example, [96] notes that the 1024-bit RSA needs approx. 2000 qubits, but the decoherence is
not considered here. A challenge for the quantum computing community is constructing NoisyIntermediate-Scale-Quantum (NISQ) devices, which proposal is to construct the logical information
from physical qubits even if some of them suffer from decoherence (fault tolerance – see also Preskill’s
paperwork [160]). Google Research shows in [124] that the number of qubits to perform Quantum
Error Correction is huge (starting from 105 − 108 qubits).
We are going to note the following quantum devices:
• IBM: On 16th November 2021, IBM announced the launch of the Eagle superconducting
127-qubit quantum processor ([112], [36]). IBM claimed that they are the first to achieve the
100-qubit threshold. Also, Nature noted in [36] that this is an important step to accomplish
the 433-qubit and 1121-qubit goals by 2023. Until then, the 65-qubit Hummingbird machine
(2020 [98]) and 53-qubit machine (2019 ([22], [21])) from IBM were available for research, and
also many other machines of smaller dimensions.
• Google: Google developed three superconducting quantum processors: Foxtail, Bristlecone,
and Sycamore [17]. According to [23] and [32], Sycamore 53-qubit processor has been built
using transmon technology, which is more resistant to external noise than classical superconducting processors (see also Transmon paper - [126]). In 2019, Google claimed the Quantum Supremacy on sampling the output distribution of random quantum circuits task using
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Sycamore [32]. In 2018, Google claimed also that their processor Bristlecone can go up to 72
qubits [124].
• Zuchongzhi chips: In 2021, Zhu et.al. claimed also quantum supremacy using a superconducting transmon 66-qubit processor called Zuchongzhi 2.1. The chip was used on random
quantum circuit sampling task on 60 qubits. The authors spotted also that their task is harder
by 6 orders of magnitudes than the sampling task of Sycamore ([210]; see also Zuchongzhi 2.0
- [204]).
• Intel: Intel revealed their 49-qubit superconducting quantum chip called Tangle Lake in
2018, at Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2018 ([113], [72]).
• Rigetti: Rigetti is another important player in the superconducting quantum industry. At
the time of the writing, the actual Rigetti Aspen-10 machine has 32 qubits [18]. Amazon
Braket (AWS) uses Rigetti Aspen as universal superconducting quantum provider [3].
• IonQ: IonQ is a representative example for ion-trapped quantum computing. They constructed a device with 160 qubit storage, executing properly unary qubit operations on 79
qubits and binary qubit operations on 11 qubits [10]. IonQ is the ion-trapped quantum
provider for Amazon Braket service [3].
• Jiuzhang (USTC): In 2020, a group of researchers, mainly from the University of Science
and Technology of China (USTC), projected a photonic quantum computer composed of 76
output qubits (equivalent), called Jiuzhang, reaching the quantum supremacy on the gaussian
boson sampling task ([209],[76]). A new version of Jiuzhang, Jiuzhang 2.0 was proposed by
the same research group from USTC in [208], which is capable to produce output on 113
qubits (equivalent) on the same task.
• Xanadu: Xanadu provides also photonic quantum computers, based on X8 architecture
(chips of 8 qubits each [73]). In 2021, Bourassa et.al. from Xanadu published an article called
Blueprint for a Scalable Photonic Fault-Tolerant Quantum Computer [56], which might be
a promising framework for future universal quantum machines. Also, they provide APIs for
photonic simulation and quantum machine learning applications ([20], [19], [16]).
Also, there are other promising classes of quantum computers, which are analog quantum computers,
which are based on quantum harmonic oscillators (boson sampling devices) and quantum annealers
(or adiabatic quantum computing) ([70], [19], [8], [81]). There is remarked in [70] that these classes
of quantum devices are not bringing significant impact in cryptanalysis.
• D-Wave: D-Wave provides quantum annealing systems, with applications in discrete optimization and constraint satisfaction problems ([81], [3]). This class of devices enhances the
simulated annealing process by using the quantum tunneling effect, to spot the optimal or
near-optimal solutions. D-Wave is the adiabatic quantum provider for Amazon Braket, which
enables cloud access to two types of quantum processors: 2000Q and Advantage [3].
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2.4

Blockchain

Blockchain is a digital decentralized and distributed global ledger [86]. Informally, it is a database
that instead of storing all the database entries on a single computer, divides data into blocks across
multiple computers, called peers or nodes, connected to one network that is ruled following a precise
policy.
The underlying support of blockchain is cryptography. The ideas of securing data chains using
cryptography and the creation of digital currencies, at a theoretical level, have emerged since the
1980s.
David Chaum is considered to be the inventor of digital cash and blind signatures after publishing
the paper [66] in 1982. In 1990 he founded DigiCash, an electronic cash company that created an
untraceable digital currency using cryptography and private and public digital signatures [101] but
declared bankruptcy 8 years later.
In May 1997 Adam Back added another brick to the foundation of today’s blockchain when creating
a Proof-of-Work algorithm, called Hashcash. It was initially proposed as a mechanism to reduce
systematic abuse of illimitable internet resources such as email, and anonymous remailers [33]. In
2005, the same author gathers details about the diverse applications, improvements, and the initial
experience from experiments with the algorithm in [33].
Integrating the Proof-of-Work algorithm into a computer network, in 1998, Nicholas Szabo proposed the design for the decentralized, digital currency called Bit gold, where a member devotes
computer power to solve a cryptographic puzzle. It uses a Byzantine agreement protocol that relies
on a quorum of addresses rather than a quorum of computing power [189]. Although never implemented, it is considered a forerunner of the Bitcoin architecture.
In the same year, Wei Dai introduced b-money, another precursor of today’s digital currencies.
He described a scheme for a group of untraceable digital pseudonyms to pay each other with money
and to enforce contracts amongst themselves without outside help [4].
In 2008, the paper [149] was published under the pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto, which described
a solution to the double-spending problem using a peer-to-peer network [115], then followed by the
creation of the Bitcoin network as the first application based on blockchain technology, in 2009.
Ever since Bitcoin, blockchain history has abounded in many applications using the principles and
capabilities of digital ledger technology [149].
Blockchain 1.0 focused on the creation of cryptocurrencies and the development of applications
with an innovative method of approaching the finance system, where the transactions are stored in
decentralized, immutable, and distributed records.
Starting with 2013, we can talk about Blockchain 2.0. Ethereum was born in 2013 and officially
launched in 2015, with the extended ability to support smart contracts and decentralized applications – Dapps [1] and DAOs [2]. As stated in [186], Blockchain 2.0 involves the use of blockchains
in more complex processes than simple cash transactions: smart property, smart contracts, stocks,
9

bonds, futures, mortgages, titles, and loans.
The next chapter in a world of innovation proposes the use of blockchain-based technology to
a wider range of areas to record and transfer almost anything of value, and facilitate various types
of business transactions when combined with other areas of development as big data, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, and cloud/edge computing [24] [195]. Such relevant implications in
other domains are presented in [24]:
1. Contractual agreements execution and settlement
Instead of maintaining a bank account and shares with the institutions which assist with the
agreement, share tokens can take the place of share certificates in digital format while smart
contracts can be used to automate the execution of agreements and assign rights to classes
of shares to these tokens [24].
2. Reconciling and auditing information
Contemporary techniques of auditing entail adding accounting information in multiple databases,
and preparing cyclical reports and audits for regulators [24].
Using blockchain technologies, the registration of transactions takes place when the transaction is initiated, allowing to obtain consistent data in real-time, in a recurring format, reducing
human errors, processing time, and removing the necessity for auditors to reconcile distinct
ledgers[173]. In addition, adopting blockchain technologies more automation, analytics, and
machine-learning capabilities could be added to the actions of the auditors to obtain features
like automatically alerting parties about suspicious transactions [7].
3. Signing on behalf of a counter-part
As presented in [24], an example of this would be the action of undertaking a proof of funds,
in which case the process of importing or exporting financing is facilitated by the possibility
for clients to demonstrate the availability of funds by signing a message on the Blockchain,
instead of requesting a letter from their bank.
4. Connecting systems to IoT devices
IoT devices capture data to be analyzed by systems that are Blockchain oracles or forward
the results to other Blockchain oracles. These data are useful in fraud prevention, production facility status [24], and insurance where smart contracts can be used in monitoring
temperature-sensitive products during transportation to reduce the costs for insurance companies, shippers, and exporters [195].
5. Transfer of assets
Assets can be registered and transferred more easily by linking them to smart objects. The
participants will access the same copy of one ledger instead of multiple ledgers from different
owners. Timestamping helps with avoiding conflicts between counterparty proposals [24], the
double-spending problem on an asset is prevented, and it ensures non-repudiation taking into
consideration that only authenticated and authorized users can update or transfer the asset.
6. Regulatory compliance automation
Blockchain can be used to improve the efficiency, reliability, and transparency of compliance
and regulation, and bring evolution to the service industry through innovating its structure
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and producing new business models [6]. It can provide access to auditable, time-stamped,
and immutable data, creating in this way a transparent environment, with instruments to
monitor and quantify the reliability and reputation of users, where the community approves
the changes via consensus, thus reducing the counterparty and settlement risks [6]. As stated
in [6], the balance between market stability and regulations leads to the convergence of industry and government interests. More accurately, blockchain can help in providing access
to tamper-proof public records such as passports, licenses, vehicle registrations, building permits, and official records such as patents, certificates, degrees.
7. Providing portable identity
Through cryptography, participants in a Blockchain can generate their own identity and use
it across multiple services.
8. Automating companies and investment vehicles
The use of smart contracts facilitates corporate governance management, offering near-free,
and zero transaction/agency cost coordination of agency relationships[119]. They automate
processes like listing the investors, storing board decisions, and allocating assets. Another
aspect to mention is that smart contracts bring transparency in managing the holdings of a
business, taking into consideration that their execution depends only on the code, without
any intervention from a biased agent.
Based on hash functions and public-key cryptography, immutability, decentralization and distributivity, security, efficiency, and reduced costs are the key principles that highlight blockchain technology to the researchers.
• Immutability: Transactions cannot be altered or deleted after adding them. All the nodes
have a copy of the digital ledger, and a new transaction can be added only after it is considered
valid by the majority of nodes.
• Decentralization and distributivity: The network does not have a governing authority,
the intermediaries are removed promoting transparency and trust between the participants.
Each node of the blockchain has access to the entire distributed network which is controlled
through the consensus algorithm.
• Efficiency and reduced costs: Removal of intermediaries leads to faster settlements compared to the traditional banking systems, and reduced costs by replacing individual ledgers
with a single shared ledger, providing real-time settlement and auditing from all parties connected to the network each time a transaction occurs [101].

2.5

Blockchain fundamentals

On a broad level, a blockchain is a list of records of transactions, named blocks, connected using
cryptography. As mentioned before, the computers are grouped to each other in a network (peerto-peer), without having a central server.
There are several types of blockchains leading to the need of having nodes with different roles
in the system.
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• Public blockchains are permissionless and completely decentralized. They allow anyone to
join and participate in the core activities of the network with equal rights to access, create
and validate blocks of data. They have challenges in privacy and scalability, but anonymity
is high in these types of systems.
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Monero, Zerocash are popular examples of permissionless
public blockchains.
• Permissioned public blockchains are partially decentralized. Anyone can read, but the
rights of writing and taking part in the consensus protocol are controlled by the network
administrator.
In permissioned public blockchains, the anonymity is high, scalability is moderate and their
main challenges are privacy and centralization.
Examples of permissioned public blockchains are Ripple, a business-to-business virtual currency exchange network, EOS, and Libra.
• Permissionless private blockchains are governed by a group of organizations that collaborate with each other while maintaining their data private to the exterior. Anonymity
and scalability are both moderate for this type of blockchain, while the consensus protocol is
challenging.
An example is LTO which is a permissionless private blockchain that creates a ”live contract”
on the network [165].
• Permissioned private blockchains are used in organizations and access to the blockchain
is controlled by some members of the organization. The network administrator has the role
of granting membership in the network, and read and write rights.
In this type of blockchain, anonymity is low, scalability is high and challenges may occur in
the consensus protocol or centralization.
Examples of permissioned private blockchains are Monax and Multichain.
• Consortium blockchains/federated blockchains are obtained by combining the permissioned public blockchain type with the permissionless private blockchain type.
Examples: Corda, Hyperledger, Quorum.
• A hybrid blockchain is a type of blockchain that integrates a private permissioned system
along with a public permissionless system, allowing the establishment of the entities that
access the recorded data and which data will be publicly available.
2.5.1

Blockchain nodes

Nodes are the electronic devices connected to the network which possess an IP address. They are
the communication endpoints through users or applications interact and at the same time, they can
be viewed as a point of communication redistribution [115]. Not all the devices interacting with
the network are nodes, and the functionality for a node depends on the role inside the blockchain
ecosystem.
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To offer a seamless experience, the roles are defined by the requirements of the network. Among
these roles, we mention the following:
• Managing and validating transactions: the node takes part in the consensus algorithm
for validating transactions, records the data, and sends the data back to the peers to maintain
the synchronization. Storing the cryptographically linked blocks: when a new block is added
to the chain, the nodes must synchronize to maintain a single copy of the ledger.
• Acting as a point of communication: the node gives access to the data stored on the
Blockchain. For example, Corda Blockchain has two types of nodes, one for the client
and one for the digital notary that validates the transactions. Another prominent example
is the Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain Network that requires multiple roles to provide
a modular architecture. This includes a node for a Membership Service Provider, Users,
Endorsers, Anchors, and more such entities [115].
Blockchain node classification:
1. Full nodes: considered the servers of blockchains, they maintain all the transaction records
and are a part of the governing model, voting if upgrades or improvements should be accepted
in the blockchain. If most of the full nodes agree with a certain modification, there is the
option to create a hard cryptocurrency fork, splitting the blockchain in two. The full nodes
can also be classified into:
(a) Pruned Full Nodes: the nodes have a limit of how many blocks can be stored on them.
When the limit is reached, they delete the old blocks maintaining only the essential
metadata and sequence, and then add the new blocks.
(b) Archival Full Nodes:
i. Authority nodes: authorize other nodes to join the network or define other nodes’
access to a particular data channel
ii. Miner nodes: they carry out the mining process (through some consensus algorithms as Proof-of-Work) as validation tasks require significant computational power
and energy consumption
iii. Staking nodes: do not require high computation power, they are selected according
to some pre-defined rules such as time spent on the network in some algorithms as
Proof-of-Stake to stake the money, validate the transaction, and get rewarded for
the process
iv. Masternodes: do not have enough power to add new blocks but they maintain the
ledger and validate the transactions
2. Light Nodes or Simplified Payment Verification nodes: store and provide only the
necessary data to accommodate daily activities or faster transactions
3. Super Nodes: created to resolve special tasks like maintaining the Blockchain rules
4. Lightning Nodes: used to avoid the congestion that leads to delayed transactions by creating a separate network with a user and pushing transactions to the main network
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Blockchain node structure:
To initiate a transaction, a user will obtain a digital signature by signing it with the private key.
Then, the transaction will be broadcasted to the verifying nodes which will validate the transaction
following one of the consensus algorithms.
As presented in Figure 1, on a large level, each block holds a block header and a body with
the list of transactions recently added.

Figure 1: Block structure

The block header contains:
• The block version: indicating the set of rules to follow when validating the block.
• The Merkle tree root hash: the hash of the Merkle tree stored in the block body. The
root is used to simplify the efforts of verifying the transactions in a block.
The Merkle tree is a binary tree with leaf nodes tagged with the hash of one transaction saved
in the block body, and the non-leaf nodes labeled with the concatenation of the hash of its
children [136].
• A timestamp: representing the current time in seconds in the universal time since January
1, 1970. It proves that the content has not changed since the time of the transaction.
• A nonce: used in the creation and verification of a block.
• nBits: a target threshold of a valid block hash.
• The parent block hash: a hash of the previous block header.
Further, we will briefly explain what consensus algorithm entails and 2 of the most popular consensus algorithms.
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The idea of reaching a consensus is a necessity between the blockchain nodes because it is a way
to create fairness and equality among the participants and to establish an agreement even though
there are minorities who disagree with the resolution. For this objective, there exists a wide variety
of consensus algorithms, with various advantages and disadvantages.
1. Proof of Work (PoW): The miner nodes deploy hardware to guess the answer to a mathematical problem. Every time a miner guesses, it constructs a block that will be accepted
as legitimate if the chain is the one with the most accumulated Proof of Work. If an entity
controls enough hashing power to surpass the honest chain, it can re-write the blockchain by
mining on an existing block instead of the latest block. If there are changes in the network’s
consensus rules, they must be approved by the majority of the miners. There are soft forks
where enough miners must agree with a new rule set, while hard forks will split the network
into 2 components where the chain with the most PoW will decide which one is accepted as
legitimate.
2. Proof of Stake (PoS): It was firstly introduced by Sunny King as an alternative method
of deciding which node can add new blocks and verify the current state of the blockchain. In
contrast to PoW, in PoS the new block is added based on a process influenced by the number
of coins staked in the network. It reduces 51% attack because, for an attack to work, it would
be necessary for the attacker to buy half of the cryptocurrency and then destroy it.
Other consensus algorithms are: Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), Proof of Burn
(PoB), Proof of Capacity, Proof of Elapsed Time, Proof of Activity, Proof of Weight, Proof of
Importance, Leased Proof of Stake, etc.

2.6

Blockchain security

According to [198], at the moment, blockchain security primitives can be categorized as primary
and optional.
• Hash functions and standard digital signatures belong to the first category, being fundamental
for ensuring the blockchain as a globe ledger with tamper-proof, public verifiability, and
achievable consensus [198].
• In the second category, we mention special signatures, accumulators, zero-knowledge proof,
and commitments which are primarily used for improving the privacy, anonymity, and traceability of the transactions, to which we add secret sharing and oblivious transfer which participate indirectly in commitments construction and zero-knowledge proof [198], [184], [205],
[156].
2.6.1

Hash functions

Hash functions are used for solving cryptographic puzzles, in the process known as mining (PoW),
address generation for public/private keys, block generation (in Merkle-tree paradigm, MKT), message digest in signatures (MDS), pseudorandom number generation (PNG), and bridge components
(in mechanisms like Fiat-Shamir mechanism abbreviated FSM) [165] [198].
Bitcoin uses the SHA256d construction defined as:
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SHA256d(message) = SHA256(SHA256(message))
To add a new block to the blockchain, during the mining process, it is necessary for the miner
to find the Nonce that solves the following puzzle:
SHA256d(X||N once) ≤ T , where T is the 256-bit target value.
The first l blocks from the hashed value must be all zero, and l is adjusted, after each generation of 2016 blocks, to maintain the average time for the generation process to about 10 minutes.
Inspired by the Back’s idea from 1997, the main role of PoW is to enable a decentralized group without pre-established trust to agree on consistent transaction history and prevent double-spending
attacks [149].
Given that the code for Bitcoin is open-source [5], Bitcoin forks appeared in the following years
introducing various ASIC-resistant and memory-hard hash functions to resist the development of
the mining techniques [198].
Litecoin replaced SHA256d with SCrypt [157], a memory-intensive compilation of use of the
HMAC construction instantiated with SHA256, and use of the stream cipher Salsa20/8 [43] [165].
Other cryptocurrencies that use SCrypt are Tenebrix and Fairbrix. Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies use Ethash [9] as ASIC-resistant hash function, original from Keccak256 and Keccak512
[198].
Darkcoin uses X11, a memory-hard hash function proposed by Duffield by combining sequentially 11 hash functions like Blake, Grostl, JH, Keccak, Skein, ECHO, Luffa, BMW, CubeHash,
SHAvite, and SMID.
2.6.2

Digital signatures

The main purpose of signing the transactions with standard digital signatures in the blockchain
is to prove the authenticity of the source of a transaction [137] [198], and to ensure integrity, and
non-repudiation of the sender. In the signing process, the private key is used to sign the transaction,
while the public key is used to verify the validity of the signature.
The most used digital signatures in blockchains are based on the hardness of the elliptic curve
version of discrete logarithm problem [198]: ECDSA - Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Standard
(used in Bitcoin, Ethereum) and EdDSA-Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm [118] [48]
(used in Naivecoin, Monero).
Most often, special signatures schemes are used to provide extra features such as privacy, unlinkability, and anonymity or to generate constant size signatures through signature aggregation
[165].
For instance, in Bitcoin, Schnorr Signatures have replaced Pay to script hash(P2SH), being considered a form of signature aggregation [165], and whose scope is to provide scalability[77].
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2.6.3

Special signatures

• Ring Signature:
First introduced by Rivest, Shamir, and Tauman [170], they enable a user to sign a message so
that a ring of possible signers (of which the user is a member) is identified, without revealing
exactly which member of that ring generated the signature.
Even though other signatures can be applied to provide anonymity, only ring signatures are
used to provide the anonymity [165] of the signer in blockchains.
Another use is to create untraceable payments (CryptoNote) [194] [198] [38].
• Threshold Signature:
Used to provide anonymity, a (t, n) threshold signature is a signature where n parties receive
a part of the private key and any t or more participating parties can produce signatures on
behalf of the group.
Used in: CoinParty [211], ShareLock - practical privacy-enhancing tool for cryptocurrencies which uses ECDSA [178], EdDSA [118] [48] that uses the Edwards25519 curve. EdDSA
is also used in Libra in the process of generating new account addresses.
• Multi-Signature:
A group of signers realizes a common signature, to obtain a more compact signature than an
assembly of signatures on the same message from all the signers [132].
It is worth mentioning that aggregate signature is a non-trivial generalization of multisignature, used for saving storage and bandwidth [198].
An example of such a signature is EC-Schnorr multi-signature scheme extended from the
EC-Schnorr signature scheme for only one user [146].
• Blind Signature:
Blind signatures are used to provide unlinkability and anonymity of the transaction in the
case when the signer and the message authors (transaction in case of blockchain) are different
parties.
Used in: BlindCoin [191] and Bitcoin to provide the anonymity for the Bitcoin on-chain
and off-chain transactions [107] [165].
2.6.4

Encryption schemes

They are mainly used to achieve the confidentiality of data in blockchain systems.
Some examples of use are: in Hyperledger fabric to offer confidentiality of smart contracts
[29] [165] and Blockchain for Smart Home [84] [165].
Authenticated encryption can be used to provide confidentiality and authenticity of data[165].
Broadcast encryption is used to provide the anonymity of blockchain receiver nodes [165]. [55]
presents mechanisms to provide devices updates availability and innocuousness.
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3

Analysis of cryptographic primitives of most important blockchain
schemes in the context of quantum threat

In this section, we are considering the most important cryptocurrencies according to their ranking by
market capitalization (MC) from [74]. There are done several cryptographic classification research
in [94], [198] and [185], which we are going to use in this section.

3.1

Signature schemes

According to Ethan Fast’s work [94] and to the previous subsection Blockchain Security: Digital Signatures, the main algorithms used in digital signing in the first 100 cryptocurrencies from
February 2021 are ECDSA, EdDSA, Schnorr, EC-Schnorr, RSA, Bulletproofs, Winternitz OTS and
ZK-SNARK.
3.1.1

ECDSA

Mainly, the elliptic curves used in ECDSA in cryptocurrencies are secp256k1 (see [65]) and rarely
NIST P-384, NIST P-256 (see [153]) [94].
Cryptocurrency
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Binance Coin
XRP
Terra
Polkadot
Avalanche
Dogecoin
Crypto.com Coin
Litecoin
TerraUSD
NEAR Protocol
Bitcoin Cash
Tron
Cosmos
VeChain
Hedera
Filecoin
Theta Network
Ethereum Classic
Tezos
EOS

Symbol
BTC
ETH
BNB
XRP
LUNA
DOT
AVAX
DOGE
CRO
LTC
UST
NEAR
BCH
TRX
ATOM
VET
HBAR
FIL
THETA
ETC
XTZ
EOS

Signing algorithms
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA, Schnorr, EdDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA, RSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA
ECDSA

Curves
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1, curve25519
secp256k1
secp256k1, curve25519
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1, curve25519
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
NIST P-384, curve25519
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1
secp256k1, curve25519, NIST P-256
secp256k1

Table 3: The top 22 cryptocurrencies which use ECDSA and are present in [94], ordered by MC
by 1st January 2022; Adapted from Ethan Fast’s research [94]; References: [94], [198], [185], [74]
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There exist a class of cryptocurrencies that run on the Ethereum network, instead of their
ones. These cryptocurrencies implement the ERC-20 (Ethereum Request for Comments) standard
([196],[93], [94]). Peter Waterland mentioned in [199] that there were 45 ERC-20 cryptocurrencies
in the top of 100 blockchain schemes in May 2020. Hence, these schemes implement the same digital
signature scheme as Ethereum, respectively ECDSA. (example: OpenZeppelin - a library for creating smart contracts for Ethereum, which implements ERC-20 standard using ECDSA - see [154]).
Examples of ERC-20 tokens (excepting the already mentioned in tables): Tether(USDT), ChainLink(LINK), Shiba Inu(SHIB), USD Coin(USDC) ([88], [93], [94])
3.1.2

EdDSA

The elliptic curve used in Edwards-curve Digital Sign Algorithm (EdDSA) in cryptocurrencies is
mainly curve25519 (see [42]) [94].
Cryptocurrency
Solana
Cardano
XRP
Polkadot
Algorand
NEAR Protocol
Stellar
Hedera
Elrond
Monero
Tezos

Symbol
SOL
ADA
XRP
DOT
ALGO
NEAR
XLM
HBAR
EGLD
XMR
XTZ

Signing algorithms
EdDSA
EdDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA
ECDSA, Schnorr, EdDSA
EdDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA
EdDSA
ECDSA, EdDSA, RSA
EdDSA
EdDSA, Bulletproofs
ECDSA, EdDSA

Curves
curve25519
curve25519
secp256k1, curve25519
secp256k1, curve25519
curve25519
secp256k1, curve25519
curve25519
NIST P-384, curve25519
curve25519
curve25519
secp256k1, curve25519, NIST P-256

Table 4: The top 11 cryptocurrencies which use EdDSA and are present in [94], ordered by MC by
1st January 2022; Adapted from Ethan Fast’s research [94]; References: [94], [198], [185], [74]

3.1.3

Other cryptographic signing algorithms examples

According to the examples captured in [94] and [185], other signature algorithms used in blockchain
are:
• RSA: RSA is used in Hedera(3072 bits) and Arweave(4096 bits) [94]
• Schnorr and EC-Schnorr: Schnorr’s signature scheme was proposed in [174] (see also [175]
and [177]), and is used on Polkadot and Kusama. According to [177], the hardness of
this scheme relies on the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem. The Schnorr’s scheme
variant on elliptic curves (EC-Schnorr) is used on Zilliqa and Decred [94].
• Winternitz one-time signature scheme: Winternitz one-time signature (Winternitz OTS)
is a hash-based signature algorithm, as presented in Section 2.2 Post-Quantum Cryptography.
The intractability of quantum forgery of Winternitz OTS is detailed in the paperwork of
Majenz et.al. in [140]. Winternitz OTS is used in IOTA [94] and in Mochimo [147].
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• ZK-SNARK: Zero-knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (ZK-SNARK)
is a mechanism of proof of possession of a secret without interaction nor revealing the secret
([207],[54]). Zcash creators claimed that Zcash is the first extensive application that uses
ZK-SNARK [207]. Also, [94] notes that ZK-SNARK is used in Zcash only in anonymous
transaction. Kearney et.al. remark in [123] that the ZK-SNARK hardness relies on the
discrete logarithm problem. For other types of transactions, there are used ECDSA with
secp256k1 and EdSA among curve25519 ([123], [110], [94]).
• Bulletproofs: The Bulletproofs non-interactive zero-knowledge proof scheme was proposed
by Bünz et.al. in [63]. According to the authors, the scheme is based on the hardness of
the discrete logarithm problem, but they also suggested some extensions to satisfy quantum
security. Bulletproofs is used in Monero [94].
3.1.4

Preliminary conclusions

A significant number of cryptocurrencies implement quantum vulnerable signing algorithms. The
hardness of ECDSA, EdDSA, RSA, Schnorr’s schemes, and also specific zero-knowledge proof
protocols, relies on the hardness of factoring and discrete logarithm problem. We spot in Section 2.1
Quantum Computing that these problems could be solved efficiently [179] if we possess a quantum
machine of sufficient capacity and computational power. This implies that the authenticity of the
signatures might be compromised, which will be a major issue in blockchain security, and hence, a
drop of trust in blockchain technologies.

3.2

Hash functions

In the Section 2.6.1 Hash functions, there are exposed the main hash functions used in blockchain.
According to the observations from Sections 2.1 Quantum Computing and 2.2 Post-Quantum Cryptography, quantum computing cannot bring a signifiant (exponential) advantage in brute-force
searching and collision-finding
√ problems ([41], [158], [44]). The most defining results are the Grover’s
search algorithm [103] (O( N ) complexity) and the method for collision finding [59] (O(N 1/3 ) complexity)
of Brassard et.al. The classical algorithms have the complexity O(N ) for searching and
√
O( N ) for collision searching (based on the birthday paradox - see [59]).
Therefore the hash functions are considered to be quantum secure to exponential speedup. Nevertheless, to keep the initial security level of the brute-force search on hash functions, it is necessary
to double up the size of the digests used (for example: to consider switching to SHA-256 from
SHA-128). And in the context of collision search, we might have digests with lengths 1.5 times
greater than the initial ones, to keep the same security confidence.
Nota bene: All the assumptions regarding Grover’s algorithm complexity assume that the property
function (the ”criteria” of selection of the element we are looking for) that we would like to emulate
could be efficiently implemented in quantum gates.
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4

Post-quantum blockchain schemes

Taking into account the actual vulnerabilities of the current blockchain schemes discussed in Section
3, we must think about blockchain from a post-quantum view. This implies the replacement of the
vulnerable cryptographic primitives with ones resistant to the quantum attacks discussed earlier.
In this section, we will provide a very frugal review of existing literature about post-quantum
blockchain (PQB) schemes proposals.
• A Secure Cryptocurrency Scheme Based on Post-Quantum Blockchain [99]: In the
article of Gao et.al. [99], the authors propose a lattice-based signature scheme with respect to
their declared goal of developing a quantum-resilient scheme. The hardness of the signature
algorithm relies on the hardness of the Short Integer Solution(SIS), with the observation
from the authors that the SIS problem and the Shortest Independent Vector Problem(SIVP)
are equivalent [99]. The work of Stephens-Davidowitz [183] is an excellent review about the
reduction between lattice hard problem classes, where is shown that there exists a reduction
from γ − unique − SIV P to γ − SIV P . The γ − unique − SIV P problem can be reduced
from Dihedral Hidden Subgroup Problem (Regev [167] - see Section Quantum Computing).
• Regarding the Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, Cojocaru et.al. made an analysis [75]
of the hardness of finding chains of PoWs in a post-quantum context. Also, Behnia et.al.
proposed in [37] a lattice-based PoW scheme based on the hardness of a variant of SVP
called Hermite-SVP. A PoW proposal based on solving multivariate quadratic equations was
proposed by Chen et.al. in [68]. More PoW proposals are cited in the work of Aggarwal et.al
[25]: [131], [188], [53].
• On the Construction of a Post-Quantum Blockchain for Smart City [68] : Also,
in this paperwork from Chen et.al. cited previously, at the section ”A Lightweight Postquantum Blockchain Transaction”, the authors incorporate in the new-proposed mechanism
of transaction an identity-based multivariate-quadratic signature scheme called ID-Rainbow
(proposed by Chen et.al. in [69]).
• A New Lattice-Based Signature Scheme in Post-Quantum Blockchain Network
[135]: In the context of post-quantum blockchain, Li et.al. suggested in [135] a lattice-based
signature scheme, whose keys are generated using Bonsai Trees.
• QRL: The Quantum Resistant Ledger [201]: There is mentioned in the work of FernándezCaramès and Fraga-Lamas [96] and in the list provided by WebPlaces.org [202] a quantumresistant blockchain scheme called QRL [201]. The authors of QRL declare that there is
used XMSS hash-based signature scheme, and claim that the extension to other signature
schemes (examples provided by them: SPHINCS, FALCON ) would be versatile [201]. Another product developed by the same team is enQlave [200], a quantum-resistant wallet for
Ethereum-based coins [199].
• Nexus [150]: Nexus is a proposed post-quantum blockchain technology mentioned in [202].
According to the Nexus site [150], Nexus uses the digital signature lattice-based scheme
FALCON, the hash algorithm Keccak and the key derivation function Argon2 (see [203]).
• IOTA [114] and Mochimo [147] : We have discussed in the previous section that IOTA and
Mochimo schemes use quantum-resistant Winternitz one-time signature scheme ([94], [147]).
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As mentioned also in [202], [96] and [147], IOTA and Mochimo are suitable candidates for
post-quantum blockchain proposals.
Another post-quantum blockchain related work examples are mentioned in [202] and presented in
[96].

5

Concluding Remarks

Blockchain is considered one of the most promising technologies that have emerged in recent years.
In order to make the most of its potential, we must maintain its security against possible future
attacks. On the other hand, quantum computing is an emerging technology that is still situated in
an incipient stage. Nevertheless, we must consider the rapid expansion of the quantum technologies
(see for example IBM’s roadmap [112] and the paper of Bourassa et.al. from Xanadu [56]) and its
huge potential to compromise the security of the large-scale used cryptographic primitives at this
time.
In this paper, we succinctly presented how blockchain technology is influenced by the appearance
of quantum computers. Analyzing the most relevant blockchains we concluded that the majority of them implement quantum vulnerable signing algorithms, thus raising issues in trusting the
blockchain technology itself. In the idea of avoiding the threats imposed by an attacker with quantum capabilities, we outlined the existing post-quantum schemes proposed to be used in blockchain.
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